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Mapping infrastructure for the
Northern Charnelhouse
‘The agenda to grow the northern economy and
encourage wider northern prosperity is... being
pursued through efforts to create a Northern
Powerhouse, the primary focus of which has
to date been on a radical plan for improved
transport connectivity between the cities of the
North. This is seen as an important first step
towards enabling those cities to function more as
a single economic entity and contribute more to
the economy than the sum of their parts.’1
Blood on the tracks
In late autumn 1998 I was dispatched by an
employment agency – Kelly, I think – to the
train yards in Longsight, on Kirkmanshulme
Lane. It was not to be one of my CV
highlights. I had bullshitted the agency about
the extent of my skill with Microsoft Excel;
the yards required a spreadsheet wrangler so
I was offered up to them. I remember sickly
early mornings, and negotiating the minor
bus routes that took me in an arc across

South Manchester through wild November
weather. But only two mornings I think,
maybe three. It wasn’t that I got found out,
though I’m sure I would have if I had worked
there longer than I did.
The buildings and fixtures of the Longsight
depots were fascinating – old but workaday, a
site in constant use since the mid-nineteenth
century. Machine noise; deep, layered smells
of oil and welding and dust and tea; ornate
routes that wove in and around the sheds,
past tracks and pits and locomotives. They
gave me a hi-vis tabard and led me to a lonely
PC in a hut deep within the complex, where
they told me what it was that they wanted. I
knew quickly that I wouldn’t be able to give it
to them, but I was unsupervised so I settled
in to take stock of the circumstances that had
led me there. Hindsight in Longsight.
At some point in the afternoon of what
I think was probably the second day, a

colleague came in and made me an offer of
extra work, a special duty for which I would
be well rewarded on top of the agency rate.
Someone had been struck by a train while
wandering the yards, and there was cleaning
to be done with mop and pressure washer.
Bits everywhere; quite common. Overalls and
galoshes would be supplied. Was I interested?
With nearly two decades of distance I
remember details from this brief episode
in my employment history with vivid,
pictorial and sensual clarity, and there is a
kind of bleak and pointed sense to it as a
whole, as if this temping assignment and the
grim proposition encapsulates something
concise and important about the state of
my life at that point and its relation to the
city within which I was struggling to find a
niche. However, what I don’t remember is
when exactly I realized that this macabre but
matter-of-fact offer was a hazing, a gallows

joke on the new guy. Certainly I knew it
later, as I phoned my agency to terminate
the engagement. But at the very moment
the offer was made, I’m pretty sure I actively
considered it. And I know that I thought
about what it looked like.
M60 as firmament
I can see Kirkmanshulme Lane on the
map that Manchester Left Writers (MLW)
have produced, running east from the A6 –
Stockport Road – toward the now improbably
named Belle Vue. Its syllables have been
teased apart and made strange; on this map,
toponyms are made to give up their secrets,
even ones they didn’t know they had. Most
printed maps are palimpsests of plottings, old
data jostling shoulders with new, but this one
has stranger plots in mind. Certain quarters,
suburbs and basic elements of Manchester’s
transport infrastructure are rendered crisply

and carefully, but much of the map is cryptic,
layered with esoteric symbols, the names of
old gods, allegories, cosmological illustrations
and kinship diagrams. Temporality, narrative,
mystery and macrocosm are returned to a
form of representation that, under modernity
at least, has zealously sought to exclude those
impure substances. A circuit of the phases
of the moon sits where we might reasonably
expect Manchester’s orbital motorway to be;
each phase could stand for a satellite town
hanging on the edge of the city’s gravity
well. MLW are particularly concerned with
Stockport, a town for which the M60 forms a
concrete and symbolic boundary immediately
to the north of its centre.
One element of this map in particular
alludes to a hard border around the city. To
the bottom left of the picture, somewhere
roughly where the Mancunian peninsula
of Wythenshawe juts into the blue sea of

Cheshire, we can see the Gandalf-cloak
and crook of the travelling mage from the
Flammarion engraving.2 This illustration, a
faux-mediaeval, retro-cosmological curio for a
late nineteenth century popular science text
on meteorology, pictures the quaint concept
of the sky as firmament, a crystalline vault
above a flat earth, a solid sky separating our
mundane living space from the mighty fires
and mind-bending sights of the Empyrean
realm. The real action is elsewhere, on the
other side of the fixed stars on the glass
ceiling. The traveller has gone to the edge of
this world, where vaulted sky meets ground,
and has found a place where the curtain
wall of creation hangs a little loosely, a gap
through which he has stuck his head to gawp
at heaven beyond.
This affordance seems to be just south of
Ringway, just north of Tatton.

Connecting and containing the Northern
Charnelhouse
‘Welcome to the Power Hall in the great Museum
of Science and Industry here in Manchester.
We are surrounded by the beam engines and
hydraulic accumulators and turbines that made
this part of Britain the economic powerhouse
of the world a century ago. And I’m here to talk
to you today about what we can do to make the
cities of the north a powerhouse for our economy
again – with new transport and science and
powerful city governance.’3
There’s a tension in MLW’s map between
containment and connections, between the
M60 as firmament and those infrastructural
lines that ramify out and that bring the
world to us. The Northern Powerhouse,
the honourable member for Tatton’s grand
scheme to rebalance the country, relies
on that same tension – between urban
agglomeration through increased connectivity
and appeals to parochial pride: openings-out
and closures. The launch of this coining in

2014 – or as Steve Hanson of MLW has it,
the beginning of this spell of invocation4 –
surrounded by the hulking, well-oiled relics
of industrial heritage in MOSI’s Power Hall,
was designed to appeal to a small-minded,
competitive localism which, amongst other
things, uncritically celebrates Manchester’s
historic status as the 1840s ‘shock city’
alongside its left political traditions without
ever fully acknowledging that the first
rendered the second necessary through its
brutality, through its obscene human cost.
The city is built on bones, quite literally in
the case of Angel Meadow, that teeming
nineteenth century slum called ‘Hell upon
Earth’ by Friedrich Engels5 and starting point
of MLW’s Notebook Film No.5, now subsumed
within the NOMA quarter. Tens of thousands
of Irish immigrants fleeing famine lived there
in disgusting, crowded lodgings as they each
made their own small contributions to the

nineteenth century economic powerhouse
through their bodies and labour, and in their
leaving, by adding their paupers’ bones to
the mass grave at St. Michaels Church. The
story has it that entrepreneurial locals sold
the shallowly buried human remains as bone
meal for fertiliser; the mass grave was closed
to new burials in the 1850s and capped over
with heavy flagstones. Returning to the
present, in one of MLW’s series of articles for
Open Democracy that serve as a counterpart
to this exhibition, Steve Hanson argues that
‘the ‘northern powerless’ are as much a part
of the Conservative vision of the Northern
Powerhouse as the new ‘digital startup.’6 The
nineteenth century engine room hymned
by Osborne was also a charnel house, and
this twenty first century version will in time
produce its own bone quarters.

Phantom ride
Manchester is a complex tracery of
infrastructure, new tracks weaving in and
around the old on a change-addict’s skin,
testimony to two centuries of ever-harder
spatial fixes. We can see this clearly in sites
like Castlefield, Pomona and Ordsall, the last
being the imminent site of the Ordsall Chord,
a short viaduct linking through-trains from
Victoria and Piccadilly Stations for the very
first time, bringing harmony to the city’s
pulsing connections. But just like power,
connectivity comes at a cost. Navigation has
always been a hard and bloody business, and
even today, compulsory purchase is only one
form that sacrifice can take. In April 2016,
as a gargantuan mechanical worm readies
itself to eat its way beneath the earth from
Ringway to Ardwick, leaving European
gauge track in its wake, MLW’s exhibition
at Castlefield maps an infrastructure for the

Northern Charnelhouse. There is much in or
suggested by these films that chimes with
my memories of the hazing at the Longsight
yard: there is blood on the tracks, and hair
and tissue; there are still bodies at the
bottoms of our canals and a urban legend,
the Pusher, haunts their towpaths; there are
granite setts poking through the gashes in
our roads’ thin skins of tarmac, old bones
buried far too shallow.
In Notebook Film No.1, we enter Manchester
from the south at chimney height on the
London line, a ‘phantom ride’ like those from
the early days of cinema when the celebration
of novel sensations and perceptions was
more important than narrative, but sideways
fashion, smartphone held flush against the
carriage’s window. A mournful chord from a
bowed instrument and a slow beat on single
snare drum sets a funereal tone as streets of
low red houses along the A6 corridor give way

first to the sheds and sidings of Longsight
train yards, site of my late 1990s brush with
the hungry god of infrastructure, and then
to the Olympic Freight Terminal in West
Gorton, just south of Ardwick Station (ghost
infrastructure site, the ‘Parliamentary station’
that is the starting point for Notebook Film
No.2’s essay on representation, gentrification
and the right to the city). As we cross the
A57 – the Hyde Road – an intertitle declares
the site to be ‘Uncontained.’ The Terminal
is a landscape of stacks of brightly coloured
building blocks, each emblazoned with a
familiar but largely unquestioned name:
Hapag-Lloyd, Seaco, China Shipping. At
6:38 a dark green box with the single word
CAPITAL slides into view squarely framed,
the Terminal supplying its own intertitle.

The freight of bodily suffering
Alberto Toscano and Jeff Kinkle’s recent
analysis of an art of logistics in contemporary
culture tackles the ways in which the
container – both symbol and catalyst for
capitalist globalisation – has served as ‘a
synecdoche for logistics, circulation and
capital in the arts’ and how this work is
‘often too prone to obscure its ‘relational’
properties (arguably the only ones that
truly count) and remain mesmerised by its
modularity, homogeneity and opacity.’7 Put
simply, images of landscapes of stacked and
sealed regular boxes are just too aetheticised
(I think pretty is probably the wrong word,
but it’s the first one I typed) for critique to
really go anywhere. They don’t help us map
those global systems and gain real insight
into ‘the freight of bodily suffering that the
seamlessness of circulation renders invisible.’8
In the port narratives of The Wire (season 2,

2003) and Gomorrah (2008), corpses do spill
from their containers and serve as entries
into investigations of complex and murky
connections, but while bodily suffering is
revealed, the thrill and momentum of those
revelations recedes against the vertiginous,
unknowable sublime of ‘a globe-spanning
system, one whose consequences are much
more momentous than any single intrigue,
and for which the bodies in a can are but a
strained allegory.’9 So much for container
narratives then; on the other hand,
photography that deals with the box (Frank
Breuer, Edward Burtynsky) risks sliding
‘into an implicit celebration of the fetish,
relishing the revelation that the physical and
social world has been transformed into an
orthogonal space.’10
I’m struck by a connection between the
representational problems that Toscano
and Kinkle identify and Steve Hanson’s

observation that ‘containerisation is a
misleading term. It literally means closing-off
at the same time as it is used to describe a
process that is radically un-enclosed.’11 As I’ve
noted, the tension between containment and
connection is fundamental to the rhetoric
and reality, such as it is, of the Powerhouse.
In a section of Notebook Film No.3 which pans
past the online fast fashion retailer Boohoo’s
offices on Dale Street (the portrait format
of the smartphone film-essayist well suited
to Manchester’s mercantile canyons), the
voiceover refers to Engels’ witnessing of the
poverty of the lives of industrial garment
makers as he walked through nearby slums in
the 1840s. It points to the Freight Terminal
as a site where twenty-first century analogues
for Engels can see a proxy, a mute placeholder for that poverty: ‘Now you have to go
to China, so go to see the shipping containers
instead.’

The containers are the opaque ends of the
circuits of Silk Road 2.0.
Water sacrifice
As a socialist and an industrialist in midnineteenth century Manchester, Engels lived
in more than one world, moving between the
lodging houses run by his working-class lover
Mary Burns and a public life of bourgeois
propriety and elite pleasures: he regularly
rode with the Cheshire Hunt, and recounted
his sporting adventures with relish in his
correspondence with Marx. The containing
boundaries that set limits on the lives of
the northern powerless were permeable
to him: he didn’t need to sneak through
a gap in the firmament to mix with the
aristocrats of Tatton and Dunham Massey,
the gentlemen farmers of Mobberley and
Knutsford. Notebook Film No.3 concludes by
following a huntsman along the towpath of

the Rochdale Canal in Ancoats, breathlessly
chasing the red-jacketed figure; the Pusher’s
POV, perhaps; or maybe an attempt to
apprehend him. The latter seems more likely.
The huntsman doesn’t turn; we never see his
face. Water sacrifice is an old local tradition;
Lindow Moss, where the red-leather corpses
of Romano-British citizens were found in the
1980s with the best preserved (Lindow Man,
or ‘Pete Marsh’) showing evidence of ritual
murder, is just to the south of the city, on
the edge of Wilmslow in the parliamentary
constituency of Tatton. There are other
reminders of the bone quarter at the bottom
of our waterways. The sailor we follow in
Notebook Film No.8 divines his route from
the Gay Village to Media City following the
old canal circuits of the city, circumventing
the virtual force field (another firmament)
that separates the regenerated docks from its
Salford hinterland. Graffiti glimpsed along

the way declares, ‘Canal pusher be warned,’
though the lack of punctuation means it
is unclear if the message is aimed at the
murderer or us.
Blood gutter border
While the central conceit of this essay has
been that MLW are mapping infrastructure
for the Northern Charnelhouse, one of the
features traced on MLW’s map and explored
in the central film of the exhibition is
explicitly a line of containment rather than
connection. The Nico Ditch is an AngloSaxon earthwork running across South
Manchester, from Stretford in the west to
Ashton in the east. Hidden for much of its
length, running through gardens and under
tarmac, there are still public places where it
is visible, a nondescript dip behind railings, a
sump for litter and leaves. There are fanciful,
folkloric accounts of its origins: stories of a

defensive fortification against the Danes built
in one night in the ninth century by forced
labour; false etymology for place names at
its eastern end, Gore-Town and Red-ditch,
claim the ditch as a site of a mighty battle,
a blood gutter run across the city’s inner
suburbs. Given its centrality to MLW’s
project, it seems appropriate to see the ditch
as a symbol of the line of social conflict that
recurs throughout the Notebook Films. This
division is most clearly stated in Notebook
Film No.6, which contains an account of the
Stockport riots of August 1842, part of a
national wave of protest and industrial action
across the Midlands and the North known
variously as the 1842 General Strike and
the Plug Plot Riots. In this film essay, the
Cheshire Hunt are symbolically identified
with the forces tasked with suppressing the
riots, the Cheshire Yeomanry, volunteer
cavalry units drawn from the area whose

horses and men were also present at Peterloo.
The poetic conflation between Yeomanry and
Hunt doesn’t seem that much of a stretch.
This was the firmament making itself felt,
on horseback and with cold steel: ‘Darkness
waits at the edges. Cheshire huntsmen still;
northern powerless, northern powerless.’
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Four Statements
Realistic, authentic growth
Executive realistic homes realistic in realistic
leafy realistic suburbs, realistic loft realistic
style realistic apartments realistic in realistic
converted realistic cotton realistic mills.
Realistic Edwardian realistic villas, realistic
stone realistic cottages realistic.
We realistic are realistic also realistic
supporting realistic ‘living realistic over
realistic the realistic shop.’ Realistic and
realistic other realistic housing realistic
initiatives, realistic registered realistic
providers, realistic formerly, realistic housing,
realistic associations.
The authentic historic authentic Marketplace
authentic Underbanks authentic is authentic
an authentic important authentic part
authentic of authentic.

Stockport authentic town authentic centre
– authentic that authentic – is authentic,
rich authentic, in authentic, local authentic
heritage.
Authentic Working authentic with authentic
partners authentic vibrant authentic hub –
authentic for authentic – specialist authentic,
independent authentic, retailers authentic.
Creative authentic industries, authentic
created, authentic stakeholders authentic.
GVA growth Grimley growth, the growth
M60 growth motorway, attractive growth
and growth sustainable growth environment
growth top growth twenty growth priorities
growth.
The authentic Manchester authentic
Metropolitan authentic University authentic
Marketplace authentic Studios. Authentic
Century authentic Stores, authentic vintage,
authentic market, authentic refurbishment.

Authentic of authentic the authentic Bakers
authentic Vaults authentic and authentic the
authentic opening authentic of authentic the
authentic Remedy authentic Bar authentic
& authentic Brewhouse authentic microbrewery.
GVA growth Grimley growth completed
growth a growth masterplanning growth
report growth for growth. The growth Covent
growth Garden growth Urban growth Village
growth in growth offering growth options
growth for growth its growth delivery.
Growth; see growth related growth
Documents.

Re: Generation
Generation Sheffield generation Manchester
generation Hull. Generation pan-Northern
generation pan generation bread. Generation
hire and sale. Generation GVA generation

growth generation intensity. Generation
circle generation virtuous generation
innovation.
Generation people generation businesses
generation ports. Generation 30 generation
decision-makers generation potential.
Generation hire and sale. Generation
performance smart generation hire
generation. Generation vision generation
yardstick generation committed generation
zone ends.
Connected zone ends zone of ambitions long
term zone clear zone planning. Generation in
generation out zone in zone out. Generation
of zone competing zone driving zone growth
zone. Joined up zone vision zone partners
zone.
Generation hire and sale. Mobile zones
mobile growth mobile generation mobile
innovation mobile individual zone.

Mobile vision vibrant vision vibrant zone
efficient and effective vision. Efficient
and effective zone international zone
international example internationally
efficient example. International hire and
sale. Vibrant culture vibrant generation
vibrant innovation vibrant cultural zone.
Vibrant heritage executive heritage executive
mobility.
Executive zone mobile zone critical zone
critical generation 30 generation 30 zone
innovation mobility ends. Therefore we will
or will not hire generation develop generation
enhance generation sell generation sell zone
growth zone GVA growth zone generation
growth ends generation ends growth zone
ends.

Cacophany 4
We talk about the parallels between artists
and chefs. The truth of this becomes apparent
in an enthralling new show. To prepare the
marinade thoroughly blend the ingredients.
None of them look quite as you might expect.
The latest bout in an old feud. This he says
is what has driven him. As is often the case,
much of his story is happenstance. Most of all
you need to be clear about the rules. Is this in
the text, or is this what you are bringing to it?
In conversation she manages to be gossipy
and yet discreet. Nice guys but kinda grey
suits, you know. If you’re on autopilot, you’re
not critical. She had that combination of
discretion and tact: ‘You’ll pay me tomorrow.’
There is an alchemy to art. She instructed him
to enjoy his dinner. But academics are always
suspicious of the guy who stirs the big black pot.

I was more likely to get the money that way.
And you start to feel baffled. The American
who hired me quit soon after, citing the
insanity of the owners. ‘The art world is like a
Western – full of cowboys, whores and dandies.’
His brother, on the other hand, roamed his
territory. With his hands on his hips, his
significant gut, protruding over the enormous
keyring. Six boxes emblazoned with the words
HOT DELICIOUS PIZZA have arrived. I would
retell this later at dinner parties; The people
‘being critted’ provide the snacks.
I blushed furiously trying to respond. ‘I don’t
know if I have a collection. I have a load of stuff.’
‘Here,’ she said, ‘give me those and take this.’
So this morning I have my checklist. Shell the
peas and blanch them in boiling water. Longer,
more theoretical features come next. Until most
of the liquor is absorbed and the pieces are
tender. ‘Take this, sister. Use it honourably. Use
it well.’ I don’t like the look of this at all.

‘There is a kind of poetry in impenetrable
phrases.’ And yet how benign, how
wonderfully inexpensive and wholesome.
They don’t look alike. And yes, I know, bought
sponge cakes are easier.
What’s your analogy for the role of the critic?
Entirely optional, of course. ‘A critic is a
detective.’ But – if you believe the gossip –
despite the years of mirroring, it is also a terrific
underdog story: One not just about food,
but economic and cultural development.
She took a bite of her sandwich and tilted her
head. ‘I thought, What the fuck have we been
eating for 19 years?’ ‘Art accumulates meaning
through an extended collaborative act.’ Maybe
it’s a craving for love. ‘My work is completely
different!’
Rinse the herbs and pick the leaves. Criticality
is a strategy for the production of knowledge.
Steam the vegetables with the lid on.

It is pointless to preserve the eternal in culture.
Add the cream and then reduce to the desired
intensity and consistency. Arrange the
chicory on four plates. Chop the almonds
and white chocolate roughly. Validation often
appears paradoxical. Even though the food
can be quite complex. People have short
memories. I think it is easy to understand.
Critics stick their fingers in the air to see which
way the wind is blowing. In autumn and winter,
celeriac is my crystal ball. ‘Art criticism is done
without the benefit of hindsight.’ I wanted to
amplify the interactive involvement. That
guests experience. He cites getting up at 7am
to drive to Brighton. To get seawater. If you’re
not sick, don’t call the doctor.
These days, it’s not enough for high-end
galleries to merely offer White Walls and a
gift shop: They also need a deluxe restaurant
on site; It’s not hip, it’s not a pop-up, and yes,
you can book. But whether it needs so much

explanation is another matter. If you’re going
to throw a grenade, throw a chocolate one. All
customers had to do was point at these giant
drawings and we’d get to work. The chef riffs
on recipes like a jazz musician. Remove the
flesh from the avocados and cut into chunks.
Mix the wasabi paste with 1 tablespoon of
water. Thickly slice the roast beetroot while
still warm.
While no stranger to the long ingredients
list, she’s no obscurantist. Today, eggs,
tomorrow the world. I have been very lucky
to have successfully created a career out of
my lifestyle. Stylewise, it’s minimalist, not
decorative, a ‘library meets spa’ kind of vibe.
I love beautiful images, so I take a little time
each day to create one and share it on social
media. It is a formidable piece of visual theatre,
macabre and yet comic. Then there are the
preserved anchovies. Scatter the walnuts and
serve.

Recipe for Disaster A
Bread flour yeast water. Bread mix mould
shape. Bread tin prove rise. Bread dough leave
wait.
Fine strong refined flour. Unadulterated
leavened level results. Supermarket
preservatives. Bakers dozen dawn-break.
Bread time energy patience. Bread baking
effort waste. Bread baking bread maker.
Freshly baked home-made. Instant yeast fast
action. Brewers yeast craft industries. Sugar
sweet sourdough. Artisan craft bakers.
Craft markets ‘artisanal makers.’ Flat bread
flat white. White brown half-and-half.
Multigrain wholemeal wholesome healthy.
Gluten intolerant bad carbs. Hunk crusty
stale mouldy. Bun butty barm bap. Brioche
bun baguette bruschetta wrap.

Naan paratha chapatti roti. Chip naan clay
oven. Oven bottom muffin top. Tiger leopard
bloomer sub.
Pitta focaccia salad croutons. Best thing sliced
bread. Bread breads fancy pastries. Salt earth
bread basics.
Bread circuses daily bread. Bread wheat staple
diet. Feed break bread share. Crunch chew
dunk tear.
Bread butter half-baked. EU toaster
regulations. Work hard honest crust. Learn
use loaf dough.
Use loaf more dough. Leftover crumbs under
table. Give give take take. Give take give
make.
Golden loaf gold leaf. Hide what’s
underneath. Give give take take. Give take
give make.

Recipe for Disaster B
00 Flour;
Tiny bit of salt and oil;
Mix into a smooth dough with lukewarm
water;
Add turmeric until yellow-gold;
Let it rise;
Roll it out very very thin;
Use a little port glass as a cutter to cut out
coin shapes;
Bake fast and light in a hot oven.

From Perversity to Polity, please
We never begin on a clean page. We live in the
structural version of what Heidegger called
‘thrownness’, that we find ourselves here, in
the middle of a mess. A tangle. A complex
mesh of horrible addictions, needs, wants,
confusions, resentments, bitternesses, loves
and desires. What Gillian Rose called ‘the
broken middle.’ This is history. We must,
as Deleuze explained, always ‘begin in the
middle.’1
We live, in short, in sheer contradiction:
We live in a democracy that isn’t really a
democracy, within a distribution system that
isn’t really a distribution system. In the 19th
Century, the East India company and others
like it salted away inestimable riches from
a system, blessed by the Master-Signifier of
Queen Victoria. Anthropologically, this is no
different to Viking raiding parties imbricated

with the divine authority of the Norse
gods. This logic, once transformed, shoots
right into our contemporary systems, like
tributaries into rivers. This logic lives inside
the heads of most citizens as a natural fact:
‘But of course they have to make a profit!’
Nobody owns anything, and yet only a
few people own most of it. This is sheer
contradiction and no contradiction at all, in
one dialectical whole, Hegel’s ‘contradiction
embodied.’ This is what happens when you
let markets run out their logic. We now live
in a polity of perversity. I retain the naive
astonishment of the Native Americans,
laughing at the idea that someone might
possibly own land. Oddly, this jovial bunch
seem to sit easily in my head with someone
who understands how completely ‘natural’
ownership has become to humanity. They sit
on a bench together, drinking coffee, sourced
from networks that, once described, sound

like the Odyssey. They chat. They never fully
agree or disagree.
These discussions need to stop taking place in
my head. They need to take place out on the
streets. When someone asks, ‘why should I
pay for migrants?’ ask them why you should
pay for their children to go to school. Then
tell them that you want to pay more towards
the schooling of their children, and all other
children. Then ask them why any of us should
pay a surplus on the food we buy to the
owners and shareholders of Morrisons, Tesco
and Waitrose. Paying for migrants to have a
decent standard of living, often after fleeing
tortuous regimes, is surely more ethical and
moral than paying shareholders more money
for simply having lots of money. Yet, for
many, this situation is ‘natural.’ This is before
I even attempt to describe ‘competition’ as
the way of the world, structures of feeling
detectable by watching the BFHC, the British

Friedman and Hayek Channels, particularly
television programmes such as The Apprentice
and Dragon’s Den.
Can you begin to see how what we live in
is simultaneously as bizarre and perfectly
rational as the lives of Trobriand Islanders.
Britain is a primitive island. Well, perhaps let
us embrace that, in a particular way. Let us
have new maps of the island, and new belief
systems. And so here comes the speculation.
Mark Rainey and I explored the Origin
development in Manchester’s Gay Village
too, as David Wilkinson does so engagingly in
the MLW Open Democracy series. The Origin
development is Walter Benjamin’s ‘dialectics
at a standstill’ in literal, physical form. Time
stalled, what Benjamin called ‘jetztzeit.’ But
here we don’t find, as in Benjamin’s theses,
the new Joshuas of the French Revolution
who shot the clocks to stop the day.

Rainey and I viewed the Origin site as
structural proof of the ‘interregnum’, the
dangerous moment between regimes,
between powers, in this case between the
final collapse of social democracy and the
onset of hard right neoconservatism. The
frozen Westfield development in Bradford,
the hole in the middle, could be viewed in a
similar way. Well then, let us actually declare
an interregnum, and move into it. We need to
declare a new moment, a ‘new day.’
A new parliament and a ‘Lords’ of the people
will be required, though we will not call them
Lords any more, we will give them a new
name, and they will be selected from the
masses by compulsory lottery. The monarchy
must go. All citizens above the age of 16
should vote on all matters, and that voting
should be compulsory.

The distinction between urban and rural
must be collapsed into one ‘county’, in each
zone, which is no longer called a county. The
word itself, ‘county’, is as loaded as a shotgun
with bad connotations. We need new zones
as ‘distributed cities’, an idea in circulation
at the recent Festival of the Future City in
Bristol. In the Greek city state, the name for
the people in the city and the city itself were
one. Darran Anderson and Douglas Murphy
spoke exquisitely about this in Bristol.2 The
word for both things was the same: Polis.
Zizek describes how in love, the object of
desire and desire itself are extinguished.3 In
the same way, everything must become Polis
again. The Polis and People one, Citizens and
City fused.
Democracy must become a proper democracy,
not a perversity. We need a distribution
system that is really that – a distribution
system – not a chain of concealed banditry.

Retreating to the shrinking border mentality
of localism is not an option either, in my
vision. This new island polity must look
outwards from its coastlines, in co-operation,
to others.
We need a ‘horizontality’ that really is that,
richer patterns of society, not ladders. Again,
at the Festival of the Future City, we were
told that we have a housing escalator, rather
than a ladder. But everything is an escalator,
an accelerator, now, not just housing, and
things desperately need to reach stasis. The
flatlining economy we are trying to escape,
in many ways, is actually the thing we need,
but with real distribution: Distribution of
income, wealth, and stuff – essential objects
– a process that at the same time ends
overproduction.

This is how just-in-time ordering should be
refigured: The master of that relatively new
technological process should be needs, not
wants, and the ecology. The only political
party taking this view seriously is the Green
Party, with its New Economics Foundation
vision, which comes, in turn, from Andre
Gorz. And I say this as a member of the
Labour Party. All this talk of ‘post work’ and
‘post-capitalism’, almost always naive, needs
to be properly grounded in the writing of
Gorz again.4
During a discussion about housing at the
Festival of the Future City, it was suggested
that the media were missing something
by explaining the crisis as one of supply.
Because it is a crisis of demand too, of course,
with low wages and short-term contracts
effectively barring large amounts of people
from home ownership.

But this monomaniac vision of the private
home-owner must be resisted too. Houseowners must become the caretakers of
dwellings ‘for those to come’, those ‘who
arrive’, whether from the womb, or from
war. This means total stability of tenure and
the right to privacy, as much as it means the
ultimate short lease, of mortality: It is time to
see our houses through the grave, the houses
we live in, and the houses of parliament.
We need to gain a home and lose the idea of
owning. Of course, ‘homeless’ means those
sleeping rough all over UK cities and towns.
Simmel’s metropolitan blasé in extreme
form.5 I have seen shoppers loaded with
bags stepping over sleeping bag-clad legs,
jutting out of doorways. But ‘homeless’
also designates thousands of depressed and
deracinated citizens, who feel they are from
nowhere and are going nowhere.

This is how we should refigure Freud’s term
‘unheimlich’, or unhomely, now. Not as a
dull script for contemporary artists, making
mildly dark work, but as a description of a
pernicious 21st century condition.
Adding ‘demand’ into the housing crisis,
conceptually, isn’t going far enough. We need
a total revaluation of value itself. When the
Conservative government state that they
wish to reward hard work, they know that
there is no obvious or stable correlation
between hard work and value, between graft
and reward, any more. In truth there never
was. It is ideology at its purest.
They may have had a chance under the Gold
Standard, although that system was perhaps
the most primitive of all: Just what use is
gold, after all? You can’t burn it to heat your
home, you would struggle to turn it into
clothing. You can’t feed it to your children…

but you can feed your children with it: We live
in an economy and polity of perversity, a
contradiction embodied. Still, their doxa of
hard work and ‘the deserving’, works.
When speculators skim whole fortunes from
complicated semi-gambles, how can one begin
to calculate the worth of an hour’s labour as a
cleaner?
The Conservative government statements
about labouring like the Chinese are in
some ways ‘real’, there are markets, there is
international competition, but there is no
ethical or moral sense of ‘real value’ in any of
that, beyond government doxa and capitalist
indexes. There is no stable floor to meaning,
only a contextual one. ‘Horizontality’, often
declared as the neoliberal freedom par
excellence, at present, is only a thin rhetorical
mist, veiling an even taller wedding cake
structure.

Because of this, the whole island should
simultaneously drop and retain its old
cultural alignments, in one big moment of
interregnum. A handover. Hand it over. To
the Polis of Northwest, the Polis of Southeast.
The Polis of the Midwest, with its cultures,
plural. Declare the interregnum. Create new,
large public agoras in each and every zone, all
connected up to a new centre. We outlined
an alternative for Pomona in our Open
Democracy series, and it did not happen, but
there are other spaces.
The location of Parliament in London, in the
southeast, is not incidental detail. It partly
drives our democractic problems. So does the
vast, deep tank of wealth collecting in the
bottom right corner of the island. London
has seceded into its own hyper-zone, fuelling
devolutionary desire, as it becomes a kind
of capitalist Vatican. You can see the wealth
literally crystalising in towers.

Piranesi dream-trips of light and sheer
madness. Vast stalagmites of pure fetish. We
need a new Jack Cade, or Abiezer Coppe.
We need parliaments for all the regions, not
just Scotland and Wales. With a new middle,
to begin again in, geographically at the dead
centre of the country, which actually becomes
a new live centre, for the living, not an empty
set of green leather benches.
A new Brussels of the island built on brown or
green field, but new. Compulsory purchases.
Architecture. It should look like a tear in the
fabric of space-time. We need to consult the
documents of the Utopians, Buckminster
Fuller, Constant. And London can pay for it.
It owes. In this new centre, the people will
not simplistically visit and sit in a ‘stranger’s
gallery’, but with full advance justification for
doing so, join the debates.

To represent their interests, in their zone,
within the wider Polis. The dirty secret is
likely to be that London already knows that it
will have to fully abandon ship at some point.
The details are where it is possible to really
get into speculative high gear. Hit the
blue sky. I see waterways used as modes of
transport again. I see rail transport halfway
up valley sides, with targeted flooding and
hydroelectrics, monorails. I see vast new safe
airships for Lincoln, Northern Scotland, and
other inaccessible places. Floating below the
flight paths, creating what Homi Bhaba called
a ‘reflux of astonishment’ on the island again.
But utopia always comes with its dialectical
flipside in dystopia. Every document of
civilization is also a document of barbarism,
as Benjamin put it, and Owen Hatherley
reminded us recently at the Festival of
Future Cities.6 The barbarous documents are

always concealed. The dirty secrets. Oh the
dirty secrets. Borders may well have to be
checked, and birth rates regulated. The even
more impossible alternative is to make this
declaration of interregnum global, universal.
But vast, congealed value does not need to
be riven bloodily from clenched fists, when
its whole worth is symbolic, magical. The
distribution system is not a distribution
system, and money is no longer money.
Surely, after 2008, this should be clear.
Something like an island-wide Speenhamland
Agreement is required, in the face of
globalisation. Universal basic income. Cancel
the old currency with the monarch on it,
along with the monarchy, overnight, and reissue anew. Make it clear that hoarding this
new stuff will not be a long-term game, if the
old can be cancelled and the new issued again,
at any point.

Am I serious? I refuse to say. That’s not the
point of speculative thinking. This is total
madness and pure rationality at the same
time. It is my version of More’s Utopia. How
can you cancel currency at repeated arbitrary
points and reissue it? Or redistribute land on
a large scale, without a civil war? I say that
you can’t.
How can you cancel and redraw physical,
geographical boundaries, that are also the
internal structures of individuals, families
and towns? Boundaries that have become the
very walls of their psyche. Whether through
local pride, sports affiliation or prejudice,
which is never just sheer or mere bigotry, but
also a way of drawing the self and stitching
it into an unstable universe. I say that if you
tried, there would be trouble. Real trouble.
Here I see things transformed in my mind
and then returned to the present as it stands
by the sheer weight of things.

This paraphrases Raoul Vaneigem’s line that
also opens Patrick Keiller’s Robinson in Space,
in fictional form. As Michael Raubach pointed
out recently, to mend ‘the broken middle’
you would need limitless time and stable
categories.7 We have neither.
So we see that the possibility of radical,
egalitarian change is much less of a ‘threat’
to the current order than the old neoliberal
algorithm, still running its tautological
path, unceasingly skimming surplus from its
networks. As the stalled Origin and Westfield
developments signalled the interregnum in
physical form, recent elections have shown
that this is the end of the political system
as we know it. It has been a zombie for
years, its fall is inevitable. But it may still
yet be the End of History. So many chances
have been missed. 2008 was the biggest
disaster in recent history, the biggest missed
opportunity. It simply passed the citizens

by, turning their lives inside-out as it ripped
through the fabric of history.
We live in a system so inflexible that it
cannot even announce its own inflexibility,
hiding this efficiently under rhetoric about
flexibility.
And so I fear that instead we may run up
against the limit of the humans species’
ability to be civilised, yet again, and how.
The universe of economics is one thing, the
polity another, but when the universe of
physics demands change, it doesn’t mess
around. The real ‘radical’ change is coming.
Like the ‘Northern Powerhouse’ itself, all of
this is probably just a nice dream. Because of
our failure to force the banks to fail in 2008.
Because 2010. Because 2015. Because the
failure of the bid for Scottish independence.
Wrong turns, all. And then, flood. Fire and
flood.

But I have a duty to outline this dream, or
fantasy, because we either demand change
our way, or someone else’s idea of it will
enslave our children for another thousand
years. And so I shall finally ask: Can we aim
to move society from perversity to a proper
polity, please?
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The Nico Ditch Film
Border country. In and out, lost and found,
settled and unsettled, belonging and not
belonging, boom and bust, private and public,
night and day, light and dark, west and east,
past and future, winter and spring, life and
death. Between these, broken bridges.

The Notebook Films
What we came to call the ‘Notebook Films’
are lo-fi, concept-driven, quick raids on
territories and ideas. Here are some brief
explanations of each of the films:
Notebook Film No.1 begins with the
Millbank Riot as an augur of the austerity
to come and its responses, 2011 included.
It comes into the city of Manchester past
shipping containers, and meditates on the
‘parliamentary stop’ of Ardwick Station,

which has featured in other MLW pieces. It
then travels out of the city with all of the
riotous noise of recent protest marches. It
begins to demonstrate the methodology of
making ‘notebook films’ with iPhones etc,
and foraging for scraps to make work with.
It challenges the relevance of the ‘magnetic
north’ and brings in Manchester’s science
history. This film sets the scene.
For continuation, Notebook Film No.2
begins again at the Ardwick parliamentary
stop. It passes the council clad high-rises
named after suffragettes, to ponder class and
housing, gentrification, gender and plein air
sleeping, via a piece of tent graffiti. It then
arrives in the city again at Victoria Station,
past relatively new high rise housing stock, to
consider Blake’s ‘Ratio’ and what Adorno and
Horkheimer called ‘instrumental rationality.’
The soundtrack comes courtesy of Onion
Widow via a Chelsea from Essex remix.

Notebook Film No.3 explores Ancoats,
Engels and myth. It examines contemporary
spaces where poverty and the rag trade
adhere. It then attempts to collapse the
recent filming of Captain America in the
Northern Quarter with earlier myths, in
order to try to break up and loosen how
ideology operates, so that we might think
about that in relation to the Northern
Powerhouse. The soundtrack by Chelsea from
Essex provides a kind of folk elegy for the
present, as the ghosts of Cheshire huntsmen
– Engels himself rode with the hunt – appear
on the streets, providing further augurs.
Found scraps begin to re-map the island.
Notebook Film No.4 explores the
relationship between town and country,
urban and rural, between Manchester and
London, between fixity and mobility, home
and transcience. It also begins to explore the
idea of the ‘poor relation city’, to the north

and south of Manchester, in this case the
first in a series of meditations on Stockport,
that will later be followed by explorations of
Rochdale. This film also finds spaces of hope,
in passers-by, in tiny nooks, in small public
sculptures like eccentric shrines, in tiny urban
interventions, in windows, in walls.
Notebook Film No.5 is a short glimpse of
a much longer film, just under half an hour,
which takes a trip from Angel Meadow – the
place of the extinguishing of Co-operation in
the failure of the Co-op bank – to the birth of
Co-operation in Rochdale, under harsh social
conditions in the 19th Century. The film is
subtitle ‘Top Deck As Method’, which is fairly
self-explanatory.
Notebook Film No.6 provides more augurs
of austerity. Dark emanations from Cheshire
resurface as Stockport’s present is linked to
unrest, subjugation and economic crisis in

the 1840s. Themes of religion, workfare and
post-industrial gentrification are unearthed,
as well as the extent and forms of local
empowerment. The Chartist-led opposition
of the 1840s gathered near Hopes Carr, the
site of one of Britain’s worst air disasters in
1967. Stained, aspirational apartment-boxes
have sprung up from the swamp, a belated
‘poor relation’ attempt to follow Manchester’s
private sector-led regeneration. The selfless
actions of the plane crash rescuers are the
flint that lights the fire of hope for change
in the film, which botanises the porous
sandstone cliffs to erode insular localism.
Notebook Film No.7 uses the language
of Stockport regeneration policy to make a
critical but open short piece on the place.
At one point, we are literally watching the
traffic lights change, close up, trying to find
meaning.

Notebook Film No.8 links the Gay Village
and MediaCity via the waterways. It plays
on corruption – the way certain areas of
Manchester are regenerated and then halfforgotten, left to decay, as others ascend. To
capture this, the film draws on the gothic and
the camp, with a claggy, sinister undertow
of macabre forces at work. The gold baguette
points two ways. In the Soviet Union, a
golden loaf was a symbol of corruption. It’s
a divining rod that hovers over land and
water alike, hoping to exploit it – a masculine
conquering force. Yet it also unearths
buried pasts, offering a sense of historical
perspective that allows for a less romantic
critique of urban policy.
Notebook Film No.9 is about the worth of
collage, and what Benjamin called ‘Botanising
the Asphalt’, for urban exploration. It
references Schwitters’ non-representational
‘stuff’ of ‘Merz’, and the ‘gesamtkunstwerk’,

or ‘total-work’ as smashed fragments. It
uses Modern and Post-Modern references
to Beethoven’s 9th to further embed the
idea of the grand final masterpiece as
ultimately shards, after Adorno, and Minima
Moralia. This is a gutter version of Shelley’s
Ozymandias, for the humanities in the early
21st century.
Notebook Film No.10 brings the notebook
cycle to an end by reflecting on the notion
of ‘home.’ As Powerhouse pronouncements
prompt a new wave of boosterism, austerity
makes rootedness and connection ever
more elusive. Fleeting sounds and visions
encountered on the move might point to
different possibilities.
And then, CODA.

Credits
The Nico Ditch film is by Bob Dickinson and David
Wilkinson. The Map, Notebook Film No.1, 2, 3,
5, 7, 9 and CODA are by Steve Hanson. Notebook
Film No.4, is by Natalie Bradbury. Notebook Films
6, 8 and 10 are by David Wilkinson. Some of the
found scraps you can see in Notebook Film No.7
were presented by Steve Hanson, in the gallery
space. Mapping infrastructure for the Northern
Charnelhouse is by Gavin MacDonald. Realistic,
authentic growth is by Steve Hanson. Re:
Generation is by David Wilkinson. Cacophany 4 is
by Bob Dickinson. Recipe for Disaster A and B are
by Natalie Bradbury.
Realistic, authentic growth came out of a piece
of writing by Steve Hanson, initially intended as a
script for a film of a performance of the re-reburial of
Richard III, in which ‘authentic’ was placed between
each word of a short piece of text on Richard III.
David Wilkinson then takes up this strategy in Re:
Generation and further develops it, using other
key words from Northern Powerhouse regenerationspeak. Bob Dickinson then comes in with a piece,
Cacophany 4, on contemporary art curation,
criticism and funding, and Natalie Bradbury grounds
all of these phantasms in Recipe For Disaster A and
Recipe For Disaster B. In the making of bread, and
the contemporary language of bread, its fetishes and
unecessary metonyms sweating out of its own dough.
From Perversity to Polity, please is by Steve
Hanson and concludes our series on the Northern
Powerhouse for Open Democracy:
http://bit.ly/1T3IeFE

UK £5, or free, or
traded, depending on
your politics, nous,
ingenium, wit...

